North York Moors National Park Education Service

Free Zoom sessions for all year groups NEW THEMES ADDED!
•
•
•
•

30 minute interactive sessions bringing the National Park into your classrooms
Whole year groups or individual classes
Specifically for your school/classes – no other external audiences
Fully risk assessed and safeguarded – join our zoom room or we’ll join yours

An introduction to habitats and animals –

we begin by
showing images of the key habitats in the National Park. A selection of stuffed
animals and birds are then matched to them and we learn about their lives.

NEW Classification and identification –

following
a short introduction about classification and the animal kingdom
we’ll play our ‘Battle of the Beasts’ quiz. Do you know your
reptiles from your amphibians or your invertebrates from your
fish. Following this we’ll use a key and selected stuffed birds to
identify their names. You’ll be sent some worksheets to
photocopy prior to the session.

NEW Animals and adaptations –

we’ll recap the major
habitats of the North York Moors National Park and then focus in on
some particular animals who make those places their home. We’ll
investigate their adaptations and play the body building game. You’ll be
sent some worksheets to photocopy prior to the session.

NEW Rivers from source to mouth –

Investigate the
river Esk and the Clitherbeck, one of its tributaries. We’ll take you on
a journey from source to mouth taking a look at meanders,
confluences, erosion and deposition along the way.

NEW Rivers as a habitat –

we’ll start by looking at invertebrate
life under the water and how their adaptations help them to survive in
this turbulent habitat. We’ll explore relationships within food chains and
some of the very special animals which call the river Esk their home.

North York Moors National Park Education Service
NEW A walk up to the moors –

we’ll take you on a virtual guided
walk through woodland and farmland, across streams and a hike up a hill to
the top of the moors with amazing views down the Esk valley. We can link
the walk to an OS map so that we can compare symbols with features on the
ground.

The seashore – this session focuses in on the animals found
within a rock pool. The life of the animals is discussed in relation to
their adaptations to this harsh environment. A selection of fossils is
also shown and we finish by considering the impacts of littering on
the wildlife and people.

Endangered Species –

a PowerPoint presentation introduces the
concept of endangered species. We then highlight species within in the
North York Moors and our efforts in trying to reverse their decline.

Problems and solutions (the Countryside Code) – we take
a look at some of the issues caused by anti social behaviour within the
National Park which include littering and wildfires started by disposable
BBQs. The Countryside Code is explained and solutions to the problems are
sought from the children.

Fun Things to Do in the National Park –

after a brief
introduction to the National Park, where it is and what it is, we highlight fun
things to do in the countryside using props and resources, focusing
particularly on activities that don’t require much equipment or expense and
that families can do easily.

Book now by email education@northyorkmoors.org.uk
North York Moors National Park Education Service
The Moors National Park Centre, Danby, Whitby YO21 2NB
www.northyorkmoors.org.uk/schoolvisits

